DEAR DEER SPRINKLER HOSE IRRIGATION SYSTEM
DEAR DEER sprinkler hose irrigation is the easiest and cheapest way for farm irrigation.
Not only easy installation, easy maintenance, low cost, no plug, easy process, low water
pressure, low energy consumption.

The best and easiest way for small & medium area farm irrigation
Sprinkler hose is a flat hose. With many pores on the hose for micro spray, it sprays water
mistily. sprinkler hose irrigation system is an wonderful micro irrigation system, easy to install,
easy to maintain, low cost, easy plug clearing, quick irrigating, and low water pressure, low
energy consuming.
It is suitable for any dry land crops. There are different types of hose, different watering pore
patterns, used for different crops and different farmlands. Can be used on open farmland
irrigation, sandy land irrigation, greenhouses irrigation , net house irrigation, field irrigation.
Especially it is suitable for the plants require more water in short time.
The use life of our DEAR DEER sprinkler hose is about 2-5 years, depending on how to use
and how to maintain.
Most of sprinkler hose laid on the ground, but otherwise DEAR DEER AJ-104H wing hanging
sprinkler hose is hang in the air.
Ground sprinkler hose can spray on open air or laid under the mulch film.
Laid on the ground, Sprinkler hose is sprayed water upward into the air, and then fall down like
little rain.
Ground sprinkler hose ↓

The type of sprinkler hose under the mulch film, spray pores are farther away from the centerline.
It is low angle to spray. Plants can grow outward from the holes on the mulch film. The hose is
under the mulch film, in line with planting lines, and close to the crops.
To irrigate under mulch film sprinkler hose can use with fertigation system. The water discharged
from the pores on sprinkler hose, flow directly on crop roots. If necessary, liquid fertilizer can be

applied at the same time, go together to the corps root. In fact, this type of irrigation is higher flow
drip, watering rate is faster than the drip irrigation. The advantages are not to be block in holes
and watering in low pressure even without the use of energy in short field irrigation.

“Sprinkler hose” under mulch film ↓

Types of our Sprinkler hose branded DEAR DEER:
1. AJ-101 single Sprinkler hose: a single flat hose with pores on upside.
It is simplest and cheapest type but easy to twist and spray aside.

AJ-101 Single “Sprinkler hose” used for oil palm nursery irrigation ↓

To overcome the problem of twist and side spraying, DEAR DEER
develops following types:
2. AJ-102 twin Sprinkler hose: 2 hoses parallel link. That makes it stationary
and spraying in the right direction. This type has only 1 hose diameter.

AJ-102 Twin “Sprinkler hose” sprinkle banana plantations ↓

3. AJ-103 triple Sprinkler hose: 3 parallel hoses link together. At both sides, there
are 2 non-porous small tubes attached beside the main hose. Small tubes can
protect main hose scratched or bitten by animals. It is also to help hose keep
stationary and keep spray water in right direction.

AJ-103 Triple “Sprinkler hose” sprinkle vegetables ↓

4. AJ-104 wings Sprinkler hose: main Sprinkler hose with steady wings at 2
sides, they can protect main hose scratched or bitten by animal. It is also
stationary and keeps spraying in the right direction.

5. AJ-104S short wings Sprinkler hose: The wings are much shorter than
AJ-104, that can protect the main hose.
6. AJ-104D the pores of hose are under the wings of AJ-104. That makes
spray water hit the wings and drop down on ground. The wet rang is under
the hose and spread to the side. This is a good way to replace drip
irrigation in more water.

7. AJ-105H wing hanging Sprinkler hose: there is a wing with holes at one side of

Sprinkler hose. To link the wing through its holes with the wire on the air or
any fix thing (such as frame pipe of greenhouse or branches of tree), to hang
this sprinkler hose. It makes this sprinkler hose suspended to spray. Hose
suspended overhead on the air can keep ground clean for farm working.
AJ-105H suspended down spray (such as with branches under the tree.)

Layout of sprinkler hose irrigation system

Use a flexible hose as the main pipe ↓

Use a hard PVC pipe as the main pipe ↓

Main pipe buried under ground ↓

“Sprinkler hose” installed under mulch film ↓

Usually our DEAR DEER sprinkler hose irrigation system doesn’t need to
install a filter, unless your pore on hose is very tiny, or the irrigation water is
dirty. If so, the dirty water should better be filled into the pond or tank for a
period to let the dirt and sand to sink and precipitated. Then the water should
be ok for use.
To prevent the pores blocked we must to open the end clip and let water
flush out from the end of hose every period of time. That can flush out the
dirt stay in the hose too.
And even if you don’t have a pump, we can still use it to irrigate our farmland.
Because of it needs only very low working pressure, so all you need to do, is
just to put or to hang a water tank or a big plastic barrel on a rack, height
over 1 meter, then it can still work! Our irrigation hose is just that easy!

